
 
 

AP European History- Ms. Tepovich 
Our study of European History is divided into units and the units are based on specific time periods: 

Period One:  1450-1648 Period Three:  1815-1914 
Period Two:  1648-1815 Period Four:   1914- present 

Within each of these “periods” we will focus on specific units of study. Each unit has a specific focus, is devoted to a 
specific period of history and the units are organized in chronological order.  It is important to remember that with a 
chronological organization to the course we will be focusing on cause and effect.  For example: How did the ideas born 
in the Renaissance (distinct unit of study) create the movement of the Protestant Reformation (distinct unit of study)? 
The periodization of the course helps us with the idea of change over time and having a broader understanding of 
change within discreet periods of time.  As we look forward to the entire year there are a few common ideas that we will 
stress: 

1. Change Over Time- Themes and trends of what changes and what may not change. 
2. Who has the Power?  How does the power structure change over time? 
3. Social History:  The impact of major events and trend on society and culture 

 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ’s) 
1.  What makes up my grade? 
Each unit of study will have the following: 

● At least one in-class writing assessment:  This assessment can come in one of the following forms:  A Long 
Essay Question (LEQ) a Document Based Question (DBQ) or a Short Answer Question (SAQ):  These writing 
assessments are timed and are assessed for both skill development and content knowledge 

● A multiple-choice test for every unit- content and stimulus-based questions 
● One to two chapters of reading for each unit that will include reading question and/or note-taking and at 

least once a week a set of reading notes will be checked. Those reading questions or notes, when 
specifically assigned, will be due one hour before our class session meets on the day the assignment is due. 

● At least one “check-in” every week.  The purpose of the “check-in” is to assess skill progression and content 
comprehension and as a way to provide feedback.  Some of these “check-ins” are graded, some are not. 
Those that are not are used to help me determine pacing and your general understanding of the required 
skills and content for the course. 

● Discussion and Engagement- Your oral participation in a class discussion, seminar or debate.  
● Class activities such as document analysis and other forms of group work- some of which will be collected 

for a grade, others will be collected to help me understand how you are progressing with the content and 
skills required for the course. 

 
2.  How much homework does this course require? 
Most of your homework is reading in your textbook.  The reading is dense, since we use a college level textbook so focus 
questions are provided to help guide you in your reading.  Occasionally, your written responses to the focus questions 
will be collected and graded.  For the guiding questions that are not collected, you may just want to take notes as you 
read to use for review. 
 
3.  What kind of materials do I need? 
Figure out what system of organization works best for you.  There is a fair number of handouts that we work with in 
class.  You should organize these handouts by unit as they serve as review sheets for the tests, quizzes and review for 
the AP Exams. 
 
4.  If I miss class, how do I figure out what I missed? 
I use google classroom to distribute assignments and information and provide links to videos and other resources to help 
you in your learning.  You are also encouraged to email me if you know you will not be present for a class meeting. 
 
 

 



 
 
5.  What are the rules/expectations for on-line classes? 

● Be present and engaged in the lesson 
● Appropriate setting and appearance- just like what would be expected in a classroom setting 
● Cameras should be on…if that is a problem, please let me know 
● If you cannot be part of a class session, please let me know ahead of time 
● Use of chat should be restricted to comments that enhance the learning experience 
● Behavior and use of time in break out rooms is expected to be the same as it would be in a live classroom with 

group work 
● Please refer to the TUHSD Virtual Learning Agreement for Students for more specific information 

 
6.  What happens if I bomb a test or an essay? 
Redemption is available…more details to come…. 
 
7.  What if I am struggling with the content or need extra help? 
Built into the course is ample time to practice and review concepts so if you are confused about something, you need to 
ask questions.  If you need help outside of our scheduled class time and SMART periods, we can set up one on one or 
small group “meets” to help clarify information.  
Video Resources:  Google or YouTube search the titles 
Crash Course in World History:  These are short and sometimes silly but do a nice job touching on key ideas…not all of 
the videos relate to our course content. 
AP Euro Bit by Bit: These are great, short videos without the cheese of the other series  
Khan Academy Videos:  History:  Straightforward information, especially helpful with the study of the artistic 
movements. 
Additional support materials will be posted on Classroom 
 
8.  What are you like as a teacher? 
I work hard to be fair and unbiased in my presentation of information and my assessment of your work.  I love the study 
of Economics as it was one of my undergraduate majors and I see principles of what we study everywhere.  I have a 
passion for my profession, although I am really nervous about starting the year remotely so I spent most of my 
summer taking on-line classes and webinars to improve my virtual teaching.   I hope that I encourage questions and 
debate and I hope that we can create an engaging and enriching classroom where you apply the theory of Economics to 
the world in which we live today.  
 
First Semester Outline 
TEXTBOOK:  A History of Western Society, McKay, Hill and Buckler, 11th Edition 
Unit One: The Re-Birth of Europe- Individual, Intellectual, Political, Religious, Economic and Social Change  
Unit Two: Absolutism and Constitutionalism:  Various Forms of Political Structure 
Unit Three: The Scientific Revolution and Enlightenment  
Unit Four: 18th and 19th Century Society and Economy  
Unit Five: The French Revolution and Napoleon 
Unit Six:  The Industrial Revolution: The Revolution that Creates and Destroys   
Unit Seven:  Reactions to Change:  Revolutionary Ideas of Conservatism, Liberalism and Socialism 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/17cmdKfMuXd0lN12ETaO0ovDeNTqP690KPjSk097hgaM/edit?usp=sharing

